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Why was hull house important
A sailboat in sailing fiberglass or canoe looks bad, but unless the boat is structurally damaged, it is easy to repair. With patience, you can rebuild the hull as new. Tools: Disc or electric drill sanding machine with sanding disc, buffing attachment for sanding or drill, scissors, mixing stick and mixing stick, brushes, sanding block. Materials: medium alloy sanding discs, soft cloths,
acetone, light cardboard, plastic wrap, adhesive tape; quart-size polyester resin fiber repair kit, or polyester resin and hardener, 10 wave, and 7 1/2 fiberglass fabric; fine, very fine, and extra-fine wet or dry sandpaper; gel coating to match hull, composite fiberglass, wax. Time: about 2 days, depending on the size of the hole. To patch the hole, buy a quart-size polyester fiberglass
repair kit in a marine store; from the boat manufacturer, buy gel coat to match the color of your boat. If you cannot find a repair kit buy 1 quarter of polyester resin and hardener, and 2 square feet each of 10 ounces roving and 7 1/2-ounce fiberglass fabric. Buy the fiberglass rubbing compound to finish repair. To prepare a firm base for the patch, enlarge the hole. Grind the edges of
the solid fiberglass hole with a disc sandblaster or an electric drill with a sanding attachment, and a medium-grit sanding disc. When you exposed the glass fiber of sound around the hole, sharpen the hole of the ground in the sound hull, so that the outer edge of the hole is at least 2 or 3 inches wider than the inner edge. This provides a firm bonding surface for patching material.
When the hole is completely sanded, clean the powder with a soft cloth and then clean the damaged areaa maple cloth. Attention: Acetone is extremely flammable. Work in a well ventilated area, and do not smoke; have acetone-saturated cloths immediately in an external vented container. To contour the patch to match the shape of the hull, cut a piece of light cardboard support.
Cut the cardboard at least 2 2bigger than the hole around. Cover the cardboard piece smoothly with plastic film, fixed in place, so that the patch will not stick, and then set the stand in place inside the hull; should cover the hole completely. Curvely fold the cardboard to match the hull curve, and tape firmly in position with masking tape. The curve of the cardboard must correspond
exactly to the edge of the hull or the patch will be weak. When the hole is supported, prepare the patching material. The hole will be filled with pieces of 10 ounces that roving to the thickness of the hull; the upper layer is cut by 7 1/2-ounce fiberglass fabric to match the surface of the hull. Cut the first layer of roving to fit into the inner diameter of the hole, at its smallest point. Cut
later layers slightly larger, to overlap the inner layers and feathers over the tapered edges of the hole. Thread the layers of roving into the hole as you cut them so you can see how many thicknesses cut. When you have enough layers of roving to make depression only level with the surface of the surrounding hull, cut a piece of fiberglass fabric to complete the patch, overlap well
on the surface of the sound hull. Place the pieces of roving and fiberglass out in order on a clean surface near the boat. Then, with the topping material at hand, mix the polyester resin and hardening in a can as indicated by the manufacturer. Mix only as much resin as you can apply in less than 1/2 hour; it hardens quickly. Make sure the temperature in the working area is at least
60° F.Set the first roving patch -- the smallest -- on a clean piece of cardboard near the boat. Work quickly, apply the resin catalyzed to the roving with a small brush; brush the resin well in roving forDeep down. The roving should be completely wet through, but not dripping. Collect the wet roving piece and set it in the hole prepared in the hull, centered in the bottom of the
depression. Press it smoothly with thegrab it from the center to the edges. Set the next smaller roving patch on the cardboard and apply the catalyzed resin as above; soak it thoroughly. Place the saturated roving over the first layer in the hole, and smooth it in place with the brush. Repeat, applying the resin and smoothing each layer of roving in place, to build a smooth patch of
new material in the hole, tapered with the edges of the hole to match the edge of the hull. When all layers of roving have been applied, close the patch with the prepared piece of fiberglass fabric. Instead of immersing the cloth with the resin, set it directly on the plaster, drying it and working it in the resin roving with the brush. If necessary, add a small amount of additional resin to
saturate the edges of the fiberglass cloth, but be saving; too much resin will weaken the patch. Use only enough resin to wet and completely darken all the roving and cloth. Allow the full patch to dry for at least 8 hours, as specified by the resin manufacturer. When the patch is completely dry, remove the cardboard support from the inside of the hull; the patch should follow exactly
the edge of the hull. Remove any irregularities in the surface of the patch, and the correct contour if necessary, with a sandblasting disk or an electric drill with a sanding attachment, and a medium-grit sanding disk; do not exaggerate, but smooth the area to match exactly the profile of the hull. Then smooth the sand surface by hand with a sandblasting block and fine-grit
sandpaper wet or dried, using long back-and-forth hits over the patch. When the patch is smooth and corresponds to the edge of the hull, clean the area with acetone to remove all the dust. Finish the patch with gel coat, to match the hull color. Mix the coat gel as indicated by the manufacturer.a thin layer of gel over the patch area, to cover the patch completely and evenly. Then,
working quickly, carefully smooth a large piece of plastic film wrap directly on wet gel wetsmooth all air bubbles and wrinkles, to cover the patch completely. If necessary, use plastic overlapping strips to cover the patch completely. It is necessary to cover the gel coat with plastic or does not dry smoothly. Allow the gel to dry for at least 8 hours, as indicated by the manufacturer.
When gel coat is completely dry, peel plastic film; the patch surface should be very smooth. Carefully hand-sand the patch area with fine-grained or dry sandpaper to remove any excess of coat gel and outline the patch to match exactly the hull. Smooth the sandblasted patch carefully and remove any scratches with very fine and then extra-fine wet or dry sandpaper; use enough
water to avoid scratching the coat gel. Finally, clean the hull area thoroughly rebuilt with a wet cloth. To polish the patch, apply the fiberglass rubbing compound to the sandblasted gel coat and pat the surface as indicated by the manufacturer; use disk sandblaster buffing attack or electric drill. After buffering the patch, apply a car wax protective coat to the surface of the hull. Now
that the hull of your boat is hung and dazzled, we turn our attention inside the boat. Learn how to make waterproof cockpit cushions integrated on the next page. For advice on the care and repair of other types of sports equipment, try the following links: why was the hull house so important. what was the purpose of the hull house
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